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Background/Importance

Objectives/Aim

Population ageing and increasing chronic illness burden has sparked interest
in SMIs (1). However, the evidence of SMIs effectiveness is mostly based on
pairwise meta-analysis, which has limited capacity to aid clinical, organisational,
and policy decision-making.

COMPAR-EU is a five-year European project that aims to identify, compare, and
rank the most effective and cost-effective self-management interventions (SMIs)
for adults living with one or more of four high-priority chronic conditions: type
2 diabetes, obesity, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and heart failure.

Methods/Process
COMPAR-EU has so far developed a validated taxonomy of SMIs and a Core Outcome Set for each condition. Those steps will inform the development of systematic
reviews and network meta-analysis (NMA) about the effectiveness of SMIs. NMA will allow the comparison of intervention effectiveness across multiple treatments
even if these have never been compared head-to-head (2, 3). Additionally, we will carry out cost-effectiveness analysis of the most effective SMIs and evaluate
contextual factors that influence their implementation. We will use this information to develop decision-making tools (including interactive summary of findings,
evidence to decision frameworks, decision aids) and make them available in a single online platform to patients, clinicians, managers, policy makers, guideline
developers or the industry.
Figure 1. COMPAR-EU methods

Figure 2. COMPAR-EU platform

Results/Lessons Learnt
So far we have:
l Develop an externally validate a Taxonomy of self-management interventions
l Develop 4 Core Outcome Sets with the participation of patients and patients representatives

Discussion
COMPAR-EU will be a landmark project, informing a wide range of stakeholders about the most cost-effective SMIs in four important chronic conditions. The
methodology will be of interest to a wide range of decision makers, including guideline developers.
Strengths and limitations of this study:
1. The project will result in the largest NMA of complex SMI interventions.
2. SMIs are inconsistently defined across the literature potentially generating a high level of heterogeneity for the NMA, which we will mitigate by developing
a validated a taxonomy.
3. The development of COSs with input from patients and other stakeholders for each chronic condition will ensure that outcomes assessed in the NMA are
relevant to the target users.
4. The comparative effectiveness analysis via NMA, cost-effectiveness, and contextual factors evaluation will provide new knowledge that should facilitate
future implementation of successful SMIs.
An interactive platform will facilitate access to decision making tools relevant to the specific needs of the different target users.
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